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Every woman dreams of meeting in her life a man able to satisfy all 
her desires. But it only happens to a few of them and who knows 
according to which selection criteria. Luck or simply destiny. 
In this story the destiny involves the Liguria-based shipyard 
Permare, which for the third time has been able to meet all the 

client's requests concerning his third purchase, another Amer bought for 
his wife and dedicated to her. We visited the boat in Cannes in September, 
dreaming of receiving such a great gift one day...

First of all Unique is a jewel of design and technology. The boat is the 
largest superyacht ever built equipped with the Inboard Performance 
System (IPS) by Volvo Penta. For this extraordinary superyacht of 110 feet 
the owner could not find a better name: M/Y Unique made her debut at 
the Cannes Yachting Festival 2017, boat show where the shipyard, led by 
Barbara Amerio, introduced for the second consecutive year, an absolute 
novelty in terms of technology. The year before they had already set new 
standards for innovation thanks to the installation of a quadruple Volvo 
Penta IPS. “This is a very special one-off boat, so we decided we had to call 
it Unique,” says Barbara Amerio, owner of Amer Yachts. “Our client had 
the Amer Cento last year, and he liked it so much that he wanted another 
one, but with more space. It is very exciting to create the biggest yacht in 
the world with Volvo Penta IPS. We keep building bigger and better yachts, 
and our customers keep wanting more and more luxury.” Thanks to this 
propulsion system, the owner can benefit from a series of advantages in 
terms of fuel consumption, comfort, range and overall performance.

Something else noteworthy about this yacht is the new kind of antifouling 
paint, a choice commonly applied on naval ships that guarantees a four-
five year durability with considerable saving on maintenance cost.

A UNIQUE ACT OF LOVE
THE BIGGEST YACHT IN THE WORLD WITH VOLVO PENTA IPS SYSTEM

M/Y Unique, Amer Yachts

by Camila Fawcett
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Amer 110 M/Y Unique, salon

Also the materials used for the external and internal areas represent a real 
innovation: the vintage teak and the cork applied on the external decks,  
are unique characteristcs. 

As to the design, the exteriors are sleek, balanced and elegant.A boat with 
a very defined character, recognizable and contemporary, without being 
that sort of boring timeless design. As to the interiors, they go exactly in a 
completely different direction, which however does not sound a discordant  
note. The interiors are always the expression of how the owner wants 
to live his living spaces, his home. The interiors are his world. To each 
his own. The owner requested for her style to be a modern review and 
reinterpretation of the Art Nouveau style, using techniques and materials 
which are characteristic of the Art Deco movement, adapting them to 
nautical use. The upholstery of the leather seats has been quilted using the 
typical Capitonné effect from the Art Deco tradition, as well as decorated 
silk wall panels. The floor has a light-coloured carpet, edged with a tone-
on-tone. For the lighting, Tiffany lamps enrich the living area, Deco style 
lightings have been chosen to be used on the main and lower decks, bringing 
into prominence the paintings and mirrors with handmade decorations.

Today Permare, near to celebrate its 45 years of actvity in the yachting 
sector, is focusing his attention to a new Amer Cento, which will be 
launched next summer. The shipyard works on a limited number of vessels, 
which gives them the possibility to work as an atelier, well far from mass 
products. This characteristic also enables the Amerio family to concentrate 
their attention on the development and innovation of new products.

About this new build Barbara Amerio says "After the big success at the 
yacht shows last autumn, the hull n. 14 for the construction of a new 
Amer Cento, has arrived at the yard in November. The delivery date is 
programmed for the next summer  2018, the boat will be equipped with 
four Volvo Penta IPS engines and, again, it will be designed as per Owner’s 
request, in Art Deco style, a kind of design considered now a “must” for 
the shipyard because very appreciated from clients. The yacht will be built 
with the purpose to obtain low consumption, low noise emission with 
more comfort as the previous Amer Cento, which in 2016 won the award 
as "the most innovative yacht" at the World Yachts Trophies."
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THE SEA AND THE CLIFF

The artwork by Rosanna Siciliano

The sculpture by Rosanna Siciliano presented on board M/Y Unique in 
Cannes, during the Cannes Yachting Festival, was given to the owner by 
the shipyard as special thanks to his trust. The sculpure is made from fibre 
obtained from the prickly pear plant bathed in 24K gold.

The fibre extraction process takes about two years using traditional 
techniques that preserve the beauty and complexity of the wood and its 
texture, after which it is sculpted into unique artistic shapes.

The artwork represents a wave breaking against a cliff. A closer look reveals 
smaller waves, eddies and a large crest falling back on itself, blown by the 
wind. The rock has numerous caves and ravines, contorted and corroded 
by the power of the sea, the sun and the salt spray.

“The sea and the cliff” represents the eternal embrace between the sea and 
the earth, a relationship founded on love, passion and strength between 
forces that attract and repel each other.

Like the relationship between lovers, it is at times serene and at times 
stormy but always gives meaning to life.

rosannasiciliano.com

"The sea and the cliff", sculpture. Author: Rosanna Siciliano (2017)
Size: L 65 cm x H 35 cm x D 40 cm


